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My name is Rochelle Sudfelt. I was born and raised in beautiful Hawke's
Bay, where I am now raising my three young daughters and own
ReclaimYou, a decluttering, professional organising and life coaching
business.

On the morning of January 9, 2017, I was sitting in bed with my 2 week old,
Christmas Day baby, feeding her. My husband was heading off to work
and came to say goodbye when an unusual sound caught his attention. He
headed down the hallway to our three year olds bedroom to discover our
100 year old villa was on fire. He calmly came to me saying "the house is
on fire, we have to get out"
I walked out the door of my burning home with both my two-week-old
baby and three-year-old daughter in my arms.

Everything we owned, everything we had been gifted over the years and
everything we had worked hard for went up in flames including my four
legged mate, Nala the Chihuahua.

The weeks that followed now serve as lessons, lessons I wish to share
with you.

I hope my words can support you through your experience. 

A B O U T  R O C H E L L E

E-mail rochelle.reclaimyou@gmail.com

Website www.reclaimyou.net.nz

Phone 0226577362

C O N T A C T  R O C H E L L E



T H E  A F T E R M A T H

Life looks and feels a little different now
doesn't it?
I know you're tired, feeling stressed and
overwhelmed, heartbroken and feeling
helpless.
The clean up process is excruciating.

After the fire, I remember pacing trying to
put my thoughts together. 
This experience forced me to accept help
from others. It also allowed me to fall in love
with my community and those who cared to
help us.

 

Sit down with someone who regularly visited your home. A friend, loved one or even your
cleaner if you had one and go through each room of your home, making a list of the all the
items in that space.

Head to the big stores like Noel Leeming's, Harvey Normans, Big Save Furniture -
anywhere that asks for your contact number where you made a purchase for your home
and ask for receipts that support your insurance claim.

If you can, provide photos of possessions to your insurance company for the larger items
if you can do so along with serial numbers.
If you cannot do this, it is a great tip for in the future.

Get involved in the recovery, clean up or demolition of your property, if it's safe to do so.
This means under the instruction of a professional, as your safety is paramount.
This step gives you back a sense of power and control. It also allows you to feel all the
feels while doing the doings. Soon the doing will have more direction. But for now, it will
be done through the numbness, and that is ok.

Four Practical Tips for coping with the aftermath while you're in
the, I don't know what to f*cking do stage!

Your insurance company may ask you for inventory of your damaged home. This task feels
beyond reasonable given the grief you're experiencing. Your cortisol levels are already peaking
making thinking straight a challenge. You may be feeling like you've just lost control of your
life. Let's look at four practical things you can do to feel more in control.



L E A N  I N T O
T H E  F E E L I N G S

If you have lost everything. If you've lost anything.
You will need to go through a grief process.

Right now, there is nothing to fix.
I know you're tired, stressed, heartbroken and feeling so helpless.

I remember crying. I remember pacing trying to put my thoughts together. I remember saying "Can I
give you a hug, I have nothing else to give"

Right now, all you need to do, is feel through it all. Sit in the pain.
It's uncomfortable, but there is incredible growth on the other side of this.

You will be in shock
Then you will feel numb.

You will try pleading and bargaining with a higher power to wake you up or to fix this, to make it all
go away. You will try and seek out someone to blame, it's human nature.

The pain will wash over you, taking your breath away. Aching chest, puffy eyes, head throbbing. Sit
in this.

You may find yourself trapped in a bed. Thoughts of pointlessness and despair holding you. No
desire to shower or eat.

Soon you will find  a star in your dark night, hope.
You will rebuild your life. You will heal. You do not need to hold any trauma! I promise you that.

 
 

It's okay to not know how things are going to pan out after a traumatic experience. 
We all feel, process and respond differently to situations. There is no time frame or right way to
deal with what you are going through. 
In ordeer to move on and rebuild our lives, we must not ignore what we feel.  It's important to
surround yourself with people you trust, build a network of people that will support you through
this process. 
Losing all of my possessions gave me the space to truly see.
I saw love, I saw compassion, I saw community. I became witness to true kindness, sacrifice,
gifting and giving. 
Give yourself time to adjust. A new normal is brewing. 
You will find common ground in others and their stories as well as become a wonderful support for
others. 
You will
RE - ADJUST
RE - BUILD
RE - FOCUS
RE - START
RE - IGNITE
RE - CLAIM (You)
RE - DISCOVER

And when it all becomes too much, the weight of fear, grief and anger grip your entire being, know
that this is the time to pause. To breathe. To write if you feel called to do so. To get it out of your
head and off of your heart.
Write about the items you lost, in detail. So that you can use that as a tool to jog your memory,
especially if you do not have digital photos of the items you lost.
Go to the movies, have a meal out. Go away for the weekend - these are things we did to
recharge, it gave us strength to continue cleaning up, pushing on with insurance and banking and
parenting and ultimately coping with the situation.



H E A L I N G
We don't have to hold onto trauma.

Our house burnt down in the summer.
I swore we wouldn't have a fire in the winter and purchased a very expensive heater.
I was afraid of fire.
I was home with 2 babies, cold in a cottage.
I sat down, cross legged with a box of matches and a newspaper in front of an open fire.
I had a choice. To let my fear rule me, or to overcome it.
I chose to meet with my fear.
I built a fire, just like my daddy taught me, when I was young. I struck the match and watched the
flame take to the kindling.
I sat and watched its beauty, as the flame flickered. I felt the warmth on my face, I shared space
with my fear.
I share my story, not because it is like yours, but because I found a way to meet my fear of the
element, fire; that I feared and chose to heal.
You deserve to heal as well and you will, when you're ready.

For now, the sound of rain may not bring you a sense of peace or be something you associate
relaxation with. 
I truly hope, that when you begin rebuilding your life that you chose healing, so that no trauma
can take residence in your body. Should you hold some unease with water, the sound of rain on
your roof, or wind, that you can find the strength, one day, to dance in the rain, swim in a river or
fall asleep to the sound of rain drops on the roof without a twinge of tension in your body.

Some practical steps to support your healing are...

Stay Hydrated, Eat Well and Rest
One

Two
Mental Declutter
This is the stuff that keeps you awake at night. Writing it down gets it out of your head.
Write a list of all the companies you need to get in contact with.
Who do you need to call? What emails do you need to attend to?

Three
Emotional Declutter
This is the stuff that can feed grief and trauma.
"I should have...."
"I wish...."
"Why didn't I...."
"If only....."
Write these things down, the self talk that you have on loop throughout the day. Sit with them, read
them out loud so you're brain hears it in your voice.
Scream or Cry if you need to.
Re-write the script as best you can.
"I did..."
"I am grateful..."
"I'm glad I...."
Then destroy the piece of paper with all the negative self talk on it.



C L E A N  S L A T E

Be intentional about what you allow into your
new life. How do the items you're bringing in
support the life you're creating.

Two

Use this time, this space of healing to do a
life audit. Are you doing, being and achieving
everything you want to?

Three

Most important documents can be replaced.
Birth Certs, Marriage Licences and
Passports. If there is anything you feel you
would like to possess, consider digitising 

Ten

Roof Shout or House Warming
This is a wonderful way to celebrate new
beginnings.

Eight

Keep those insurance policies up to date!
One

This section is for future reference 
The life you had was good, I know and there will be things you may find yourself missing.
However, you do get to start rebuilding your life. 
Below are 12 things to consider when crafting your life after disaster.

Take a moment to address what was truly
important during this experience. At
ReclaimYou we say "People, places and pets
over possessions" 

Four

You have a second chance. Create a home
with function, purpose and comfort at the
forefront. Have clear ideas of what you want,
so you don't fill your house with stuff you
don't need.

Five

Re-Planting Gardens and Trees
Six

You will create new memories!
The best day's have not passed.

Nine

Make Healing a priority
Seven

They may be baby steps...but you are still moving forward.

Create new goals, dreams and ambitions.
Remember to reflect on what you have
overcome. You are a SURVIVOR and you
deserve to be happy.

Eleven

Welcoming new Pets into the family
Twelve



Being prepared gives us a level of control in an event we lack control
Below are some tips I shared six days before Cyclone Gabrielle ripped through Hawke's
Bay.

Tie down Trampolines
Clear debris from gutters and valleys on roof
Put outdoor furniture away
Clear drains on property
Set up a safe space for animals
Trim trees if safe/possible
Take photos of the rooms in your home. This is helpful if you need to make an
insurance claim
Check your insurance is up to date.
Make a family plan incase of evac
Join your community pages and know your local radio frequencies.
Be prepared to turn large draw appliances off to prevent surges should power go out.
Collect resources for children. Games, books, lollipops (sucking soothes) & blankets.
Food
Water
Medication
First Aid Kit
Evac Kit
Candles, torches, batteries, lamps/lanterns
Fill gas bottles
Fuel for generators
Fuel up vehicles
Prepare no cook meals
Get some cash out
Charge phones and other devices.

Other ideas...

Check smoke alarms
Create a family plan
Have a pet evac kit and plan - Microchip Pets
Store items in plastic bins/containers
Make a list of all the things in your home that you want to remember. As though you're
writing a memoir.
Take photos of serial numbers on tools

P R E P A R E


